
TASTE WITHOUT WASTE 

Spooky Spider Cake Bal ls  
Makes approximately 24 cake balls. 

Ingredients 
1 batch chocolate muffins/cake (about 800g) A dryer consistency is preferable. 
400g store-bought frosting, plus more for attaching eyes (I used Betty Crocker Creamy Deluxe Vanilla). This is 
approximate – you may need more or less. 
220g (or a little more) chocolate 'melts'/cooking chocolate. I used half milk, half dark. 
1 tsp to 1 tbsp sunflower oil. 
1m roll licorice, cut into thin strips, 3cm long (you will need eight per cake ball). 
Smarties or M&M’s. 
Chocolate sprinkles. At least 1/2 cup. 

Method 
When the cake/muffins are completely cool, use your hands to crumble them into a large mixing bowl. Keep on breaking 
the crumbs up until the mixture resembles quite fine chocolate dirt i.e. very small cake crumbs. A few pea sized bits are 
ok, but they will make it harder to form perfectly spherical balls. 

Add about 300g of frosting to your cake crumbs and use a fork to work it in until it appears to have disappeared into the 
crumbs. Be patient, it may take a little while. If there is still plenty of dry crumbs lurking at the bottom of the bowl, add a 
little more frosting and work it in. Continue in this fashion until you have a mixture that just comes together when you 
press it in your hands. I find that a slightly dryer mix is easier to shape into balls and holds a round form better as the 
bottom is less likely to flatten when placed on the baking tray. However, if you like your cake balls on the softer and 
squishier side, then feel free to add as much frosting as you like! 

Take roughly 50g of the ‘dough’ (about a scant ¼ cup) and with clean, dry hands (they must be dry), roll it into a ball. Feel 
free to make the balls as big or small as you like, depending on what you intend to use them for! Place the ball on a baking 
tray. Repeat until you have used all the mixture, washing your hands every now and again to ensure smooth rolling. Pop 
the trays into the freezer for at least one hour to firm up. This will make your life a lot easier when it comes to dipping the 
cake balls in the melted chocolate. 

Just before you intend to remove the cake balls from the freezer, set up your workspace. Set your licorice legs out on a 
board, ready for attaching. Tip your chocolate sprinkles into a small bowl for easy access. Start melting the chocolate in a 
heatproof bowl over a pot of simmering water and stir regularly with a plastic spatula. Have another baking tray (or two) 
at the ready, covered in greaseproof paper. You’ll also want at least one fork and a spoon for dunking the cake balls. Be 
warned, this can be messy business! 

Once the chocolate is melted, add a teaspoon or so of sunflower oil so that it is nice and runny – this way the chocolate 
leaves a smooth coating. Plop a cake ball into the chocolate, spoon over some more chocolate and gently toss with a 
spatula/fork to coat. Carefully lift up with a fork and gently tap the fork against the side of the bowl so that any excess 
chocolate can run away. Slowly roll the ball off the fork and onto the baking paper. Don’t worry if excess chocolate forms 
a little bit of a foot, you can cut this away later. Towards the end of the dunking process, you will need to keep scraping 
the chocolate down the sides of the bowl so that you have enough to coat the last few balls. Alternatively, just melt more 
and be prepared to have excess. 

Next, stick on the legs – four strips of liquorice either side. It helps to have two people at this stage; one to dip the balls in 
the chocolate and one to apply the legs. The legs may take some patience (they like to slide around), so just take it slow. 
The dipping/leg attaching process will take you between 30 minutes to an hour, depending on how many helpers you 
have, if any. Once the chocolate has cooled slightly, sprinkle on approximately one teaspoon of the chocolate sprinkles. 

Repeat with the remaining cake balls. 

Leave cake balls to set. (I left them overnight). The oven works especially well for storage (turned off of course!) as it 
means you can leave the cake balls out at room temperature, uncovered and on the tray you set them on after dunking. 
The oven is sealed so no nasty critters/germs can contaminate your work of art! 
Once the chocolate has set, dab a tiny amount of frosting on one side of a smartie. Carefully press it onto one end of the 
top of the ‘spider’. Repeat the process so that the spider is now looking at you with two googly eyes. Continue until you 
have given all the spiders vision. É voila, you’re done! 

Source: Inspiration from The Pioneer Woman. 
Source: Printed from www.tastewithoutwaste.com 


